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Origin of the excess wing and slowb relaxation of glass formers:
A unified picture of local orientational fluctuations

Hajime Tanaka
Institute of Industrial Science, University of Tokyo, Meguro-ku, Tokyo 153-8505, Japan

~Received 2 July 2003; published 17 February 2004!

Here we consider the relation between the excess wing and the slowb relaxation, focusing on the degree of
the coupling between cooperative rotational motion associated with creation and annihilation of metastable
islands (a mode! and local rotational jump motion in a cage~slow b mode!. For a strongly coupled case the
slow b mode appears as the excess wing having the character of thea mode, while for a fully decoupled case
as an independent local mode having the Arrhenius temperature dependence. We argue that the degree of the
coupling between the two modes is controlled by the following two factors:~i! the relation between the
characteristic size of metastable islands and the cage size and~ii ! the disparity between the high-temperature
Arrhenius behavior of thea mode and the Arrhenius behavior of the slowb mode.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Structural relaxation of glass-forming liquids, which
known asa relaxation, enormously slows down upon coo
ing while approaching the glass-transition temperatureTg
@1#. This slowing down of thea relaxation is a key feature o
the liquid-glass transition. There have been a number of
tempts to explain this slow dynamics theoretically@1#. They
include~a! theories based on the cooperativity of the moti
@2,3#, ~b! mode-coupling theory@4#, ~c! spin-glass theory
@3,5#, and ~d! theories based on frustration@6,7#. Although
these approaches are based on the different physical pict
they are sometimes closely related with each other. Exp
mentally, on the other hand, Stickelet al. @8# demonstrated
that the temperature dependence of thea relaxation timeta
changes from Arrhenius-type to Vogel-Fulcher-type atTA ,
which is located near the melting pointTm , and further to
another Vogel-Fulcher-type atTB , reflecting the appearanc
of cooperativity upon cooling. In this scenario,ta is assumed
to diverge at the so-called Vogel-Fulcher temperatureT0. It
is also well established that, in addition to thea relaxation,
there exists another slow mode, which is rather univers
observed in many glass formers near or belowTg and known
as the slowb ~Johari-Goldstein! mode. This mode appear
around TA and often becomes a distinct mode belowTB
@1,9–11#. The average relaxation time of the slowb mode
tslowb usually obeys the Arrhenius law belowTB :

tslowb5t0bexpS Eb

kBTD , ~1!

where t0b is the preexponential factor,Eb is the average
activation energy of the slowb process, andkB is the Bolt-
zmann constant. It is also known that the distribution of
activation energyE of the slow b motion is usually very
broad and can be approximated by the symmetric Gauss
tribution @12#

g~E!5
1

A2ps
expF2

1

2 S E2Eb

s D 2G , ~2!
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where s2 is the variance. This slowb mode continues to
exist belowTg . Johari and Goldstein@10# proposed that this
mode may be a universal and intrinsic feature of gla
forming liquids at low temperatures, since it is observ
even for rigid molecules having no intramolecular modes

This universality is, however, apparently weakened by
following fact. There are many glass formers that do n
exhibit a well-resolved slowb mode in the dielectric loss
spectrume9(n) (n being frequency!. Their e9(n) usually
exhibits the so-called excess wing on the high-frequency s
of the a-relaxation peak, which is described by the hig
frequency power lawe9;n2bK, wherebK(<1) is the so-
called Kohlrausch stretched exponent. This wing can be
sonably well described by a second power lawe9;n2b,
where 0,b,bK . It is known that the so-called Nagel sca
ing leads to a collapse ofe9(n) curves for different tempera
tures and various materials into a single master curve@13#.
Although there are some efforts to describe the excess w
theoretically@14#, there has so far been no consensus on
microscopic origin. There are two different basic views
the nature of the excess wing. Dixonet al. @13# proposed on
the basis of the above Nagle scaling that the excess win
an intrinsic feature of thea relaxation and thus universal t
all the glass formers. Ngai@15#, on the other hand, propose
on the basis of his coupling model that the excess wing
just the high-frequency flank of the slowb peak, whose low-
frequency part is fully covered~or hidden! by the dominant
a peak.

According to the above-mentioned difference in the d
namic features of the high-frequency side of thea relax-
ation, glass-forming liquids has often been classified into t
types: typeA materials with the excess wing~e.g., glycerol!
and typeB ones with a distinct slowb peak ~e.g., toluene
and sorbitol! @1,16,17#. The validity of such classification is
now a matter of active debate. Here we summarize rec
important experimental contributions concerning th
problem.

~1! Schneideret al. @18# and Ngaiet al. @19# made inter-
esting experiments and analyses on typeA materials. They
expected that the slowb mode should be better resolved at
©2004 The American Physical Society02-1
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HAJIME TANAKA PHYSICAL REVIEW E 69, 021502 ~2004!
lower temperature because its temperature dependen
weaker than that of thea mode. Indeed they successful
observed a well-resolved slowb peak at a low temperatur
even in typeA materials~glycerol and propylene carbonate!
after the long-time annealing of the samples belowTg . They
also found that for these materialstslowb obeys the Vogel-
Fulcher law instead of the Arrhenius one. They conclud
that the slowb relaxation and the excess wing should ha
the same origin.

~2! Döß et al. @20# recently demonstrated by a systema
study on polyalcohols that the appearance of the slowb
mode gradually changes from an excess wing to a p
nounced peak from glycerol (m557) to thretol (m579),
xylitol ( m594), and sorbitol (m5128). Herem is the so-
called fragility ~or steepness! index defined as@21,22#

m5
1

Tg

d log10X~T!

d~1/T!
U

T5Tg

, ~3!

whereX is ta or h ~viscosity!. Note that the largerm is, the
more fragile the liquid is. They concluded that their obser
tion strongly supports the assumption that the excess win
the high-frequency flank of the slowb relaxation. Further-
more, they found from nuclear magnetic resonance~NMR!
experiments that the slowb motion is slower and its vibra
tion amplitude is smaller for glycerol than for sorbitol.

~3! From a systematic study of oligomers with differe
lengths, Mattssonet al. @23# concluded that the difference i
type A andB stems from the difference inta at the merging
temperature. With a decrease inta at the merging tempera
ture, the behavior of a system changes from typeA to typeB.

~4! Casalini and Roland@24# recently reported the lack o
correlation between thea relaxation and the excess wing an
suggested that the two phenomena are distinct.

~5! Hensel-Bielowka and Paluch@25# investigated the
pressure dependence of the excess wing of typeA materials
and the slowb mode of typeB ones. They found that the
effects of temperature and pressure on the excess wing
tive to thea process is equivalent, while the effect of pre
sure on the slowb relaxation is considerably weaker tha
that on thea relaxation. They concluded that this suppo
the validity of the above classification into typeA and B
materials and that the origin of the excess wing is differ
from that of the slowb relaxation.

Some of these results apparently look contradictory w
each other and thus there has so far been no consens
this problem even on a qualitative level.

Finally we mention recent works on the merging behav
of thea and the slowb mode. Go´mezet al. @26# studied the
merging behavior of several typeB polymers. They demon
strated that the merging behavior can be well explained
Williams-Watts approach@27# using the following rotational
relaxation function:

f~ t !5fa~ t !@ f a1~12 f a!fb~ t !#, ~4!

wherefa(t) andfb(t) correspond to the normalized rela
ation function of thea and slowb processes, respectivel
and 12 f a represents the fraction of slowb relaxation. We
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note that in this approach both processes are assumed
‘‘statistically independent.’’ Margulieset al. @28# also studied
the merging behavior in sorbitol and maltitol by NMR an
discussed the difference in the merging behavior between
two materials on a molecular level. Fujimaet al. @29#, on the
other hand, revealed by the careful analysis of dielec
spectra of sorbitol andm-fluoroaniline in the merging region
that ~i! the slowb mode starts to decouple from thea mode
aroundTA , ~ii ! its temperature dependence is Vogel-Fulch
like for TA.T.Tcross, but ~iii ! below Tcross it becomes
Arrhenius-like. This sequential change in the temperature
pendence should also be explained.

In this paper, we propose a simple physical scenario
at least qualitatively accounts for all the above experimen
facts in a coherent manner. We argue that the physical ori
of the excess wing and slowb mode are essentially the sam
and the apparent difference comes from the difference in
degree of the decoupling of the slowb mode from thea one,
which is mainly controlled by~a! the fragility and~b! the
disparity between the high-temperature Arrhenius beha
of thea relaxation and the Arrhenius behavior of the slowb
mode. Thus, we propose that the difference between typA
and typeB materials stems solely from this difference in th
degree of the decoupling between the two modes.

II. MICROSCOPIC ORIGIN OF THE SLOW b MODE

Despite the long history of research, there has been
agreement on the microscopic origin of the slowb mode
@30#. However, the most plausible interpretation may be
small-amplitude rotational jump motions of molecul
@1,9,31,32#. This interpretation is strongly supported by r
cent multidimensional NMR studies@33#.

A. Assignment of the slowb mode

We draw the following simple picture based on this inte
pretation. Upon cooling, the cooperativity sets in belowTA
@34#. This leads to the gradual change in the temperat
dependence ofta from Arrhenius-type to Vogel-Fulcher-typ
~see Sec. III A and III B for the details!. Below this tempera-
ture, there is a cooperative rearranging region, which we
‘‘metastable islands’’~see Sec. III A and Ref.@35# for the
details of our model!. The average lifetime of metastab
islands is, thus,ta . This island continues to exist for a tim
duration of;ta . For densely packed metastable islands,
rotational motion of a molecule is sterically or energetica
hindered by the surrounding molecules. Thus, the ther
activation overcoming this barrier is necessary for the ro
tional jump motion. During the lifetime of a metastable so
idlike island, thus, each molecule in it can neither trans
tionally escape from its local environment~‘‘cage’’ !, which
is composed of the neighboring molecules, nor make a
rotation due to the topological constraints; it can make o
rotational jump motion in its cage. This small-amplitude o
entational fluctuation mode should be the slowb mode.
More specifically, it is multistate rotational jumping motio
overcoming the average barrier heightEb with the attempt
frequency of;1/t0b @see Eq.~1!#. After some rotational
2-2
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ORIGIN OF THE EXCESS WING AND SLOW . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E69, 021502 ~2004!
jumps, a molecule can escape from its cage and make
rotation upon the reorganization of the metastable islan
These two modes start to decouple aroundTA ~the onset of
cooperativity!, reflecting the appearance of long-lived me
stable islands. Note that aboveTA all molecules can easily
escape from its cage and make full rotation simply by ov
coming an energy barrierEa and thus there is no slowb
mode. We call this temperature region aboveTA the single-
mode Arrhenius regime. Thus, it is natural to consider t
the existence of metastable islands is prerequisite for
emergence of the slowb mode @1#. It is the existence of
metastable islands that provides a situation that the lifet
of rotational jump sites is longer than the slowb relaxation
time tslowb .

B. Specific features of slowb relaxation

1. Nonuniversal features

In relation to the above microscopic origin, it is wor
noting that the strength of the slowb mode relative to thea
mode largely differs from material to material. Do¨ß et al.
@20# recently proposed that the amplitude of the rotatio
jump motion, which is characterized by the body angledV
of the motion, determines the dielectric strength of the sl
b mode. The decrease in the dielectric relaxation strengt
the slowb mode upon cooling can be explained by the d
crease ofdV with a decrease inT. The material specific
features of the relative strength of the slowb mode can also
be naturally explained by the scenario that the strength of
slow b relaxation peak in dielectric spectra depends up
dV. Thus, ifdV is very small, the dielectric intensity of th
slow b mode should be very weak and may not be observ
which was indeed confirmed for glycerol by Do¨ß et al. @20#.
This material specific feature ofdV may be the origin of
nonuniversal amplitude of a slowb mode@36#.

In relation to the above, we note that smalldV can be one
of the causes for fragile typeA materials. Strictly speaking
such fragile typeA materials should be treated separat
from strong typeA materials since the physical origin ma
be different between them. We expect that there should
difference in the temperature dependence oftslowb between
fragile and strong typeA materials, although it may be diffi
cult to distinguish them experimentally due to the weak
tensity of the slowb peak.

2. Dynamic heterogeneity of the slowb process

Our picture is consistent with the recent experimen
findings @33,37# suggesting that essentially all molecul
contribute to the slowb motion. At the same time, howeve
the amplitude of the slowb motion should be larger fo
looser metastable islands. The size and density distribu
of metastable islands~dynamic heterogeneity! should lead to
heterogeneity in the tightness of cage~not distinct as ‘‘is-
lands of mobility’’ @10#!, which should cause the dynam
heterogeneity of the slowb mode. According to our picture
the lifetime of the slowb heterogeneity should be of th
order of that of metastable islandsta , which is consistent
with the recent NMR finding@38#. Molecules in tight cages
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can make only small-amplitude rotational vibration, wh
those in loose cages can make rather large-amplitude
before the reorganization of the cages. In this sense, our
ture should be placed between the two extremes~homoge-
neous and heterogeneous limits!, which were recently dis-
cussed in depth by Johari@31#. In our model, the degree o
the dynamic heterogeneity of thea mode, which is charac-
terized bybK , is one of the major factors controlling th
broadness of the distribution oftslowb . Thus, we propose
that the broadness of the distribution oftslowb , which is
characterized bys @see Eq.~2!#, should increase with a de
crease inbK ; namely,s is larger for more fragile liquids and
also for a lower temperature. The latter is consistent with
experimental results~see, e.g., Ref.@29#!. The validity of
these predictions should be checked more carefully in
future.

III. SIMPLE MODEL OF DECOUPLING OF THE SLOW
b MODE FROM a ONE

Stickel et al. @8# clearly demonstrated thatta changes its
temperature dependence from Arrhenius to Vogel-Fulch
type aroundTA . Here we present a possible scenario of su
a change in the temperature dependence ofta .

A. Two-order-parameter model of liquid-glass transition

We recently proposed a two-order-parameter~TOP!
model of liquid-glass transition@35,39,40#. In our view, most
liquids intrinsically have short-range bond order, which
favored by symmetry-selective parts of interactions: Loca
favored structures are created and annihilated randoml
both space and time in a sea of normal-liquid structures.
argue that a liquid-glass transition, which occurs in a me
stable liquid branch, is caused by energetic frustrations h
den in the interaction potential. We express this frustrat
by the competition between long-range density order
~crystallization! and short-range bond ordering~formation of
locally favored structures!. When these two types of orderin
favor different symmetries, which are not compatible w
each other, the frustration leads to spin-glass-like behav
This is the basic physical picture of our model of liquid-gla
transition. There is also a possibility that the local symme
favored by bond ordering is compatible with the crystal
graphic symmetry of the equilibrium crystal. Such a case
discussed in Ref.@41#.

According to this model, there exist two key temperatu
relevant to glass transition:~a! a transition from the ordinary-
liquid to the Griffiths-phase-like state aroundTm* , which is
characterized by the appearance of metastable solidlike
lands and the resulting appearance of the cooperative na
of the a relaxation, and~b! another transition into the spin
glass-like state and the resulting divergence of thea relax-
ation time atT0 . Tm* is a density-ordering~melting! point of
the corresponding hypothetical pure system that is free fr
disorder effects of short-range bond ordering. It may be
cated near the melting point of the real system,Tm. Above
Tm* , the only global state of a system is a liquid state. B
tweenTm* and T0, the system has the complex free-ener
2-3
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landscape characteristic of the Griffiths-phase-like state,
metastable solidlike islands coexist and fluctuate dyna
cally. Below Tm* , thus, thea relaxation time is the lifetime
of metastable islands. The driving force of the formation
metastable islands is entropic, which is characteristic of
so-called ‘‘random first order’’ transition@3#. This entropic
driving force decreases upon cooling and hypothetically d
appears atT0, which leads to the divergence ofta while
approachingT0. In our model,Tg is defined as a tempera
ture, below which metastable islands whose character
lifetime is longer than the observation time are percolate

In the mean-field dynamic theory, a glassy freezing occ
for all T,TA5Tm* and a system may exhibit a Griffiths-lik
singularity, which leads to the critical-like divergence ofta

at TA ~similarly to the behavior near the mode-couplingTc

predicted by the schematic mode-coupling theory@4#!. For a
system of finite-range interactions, however, fluctuation
fects smear out such a singularity. Thus, long-time dynam
processes~cooperativity! associated with metastable islan
‘‘gradually’’ appear aroundTA upon cooling@42#.

As described above, we assign the slowb mode to the
restricted ‘‘rotational’’ jump motion of molecules in meta
stable islands, which exist only belowTA (5Tm* ).

B. What determines the degree of the decoupling?

It is natural to consider that the relation between thea
relaxation time and the slowb one is a key to understandin
the origin of the slowb mode and resolving the controvers
associated with typeA and typeB glass formers. We propos
that the degree of the decoupling of the two modes belowTA
depends solely upon the ratiota /tslowb .

According to the above TOP model of liquid-glass tran
tion @35#, there may be two important temperaturesTm* and
Tm

c ~see Ref.@35# for the definition of the latter!, which,
correspond toTA andTB , respectively, in the terminology o
Stickel et al. @8#. Hereafter we useTA andTB to avoid con-
fusion. Thus, we interpretTA as the temperature characteri
ing a gradual onset of cooperativity, below which the syst
have a complex free-energy landscape. The temperatur
gion betweenTA and TB can be regarded as the crossov
region @35#.

1. Onset of cooperativity: Temperature dependence ofta

Here we focus our attention on the fact that cooperativ
of molecular motion should appear belowTA upon cooling.
For critical phenomena, the characteristic size of ord
parameter fluctuationscontinuously diverges while ap-
proaching the critical point. Contrary to this, the cooperat
ity plays an important role only belowTA ; that is, the
characteristic coherence length~or, the characteristic size o
metastable islands! j exceeds the molecular sizea only be-
low TA for liquid-glass transition. AboveTA , the only length
scale of the system is the molecular sizea. Thus, we cannot
describe j as j5a@(T2T0)/T0#2m (m being exponent!
aboveTA ; instead, we need to pay special attention to
onset temperature around which cooperativity starts to p
an important role in the structural relaxation. Here we e
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phasize thatj is a measure of the typical size of the coo
eratively rearranging region and is not associated with
static spatial heterogeneity. Thus, it cannot be detected in
static density correlation function. To express such a grad
crossover from the noncooperative to the cooperative reg
around TA and the resulting Arrhenius-to-Vogel-Fulche
crossover ‘‘analytically,’’ we introduce the following cross
over function, although it is artificial rather than physical:

f ~T!5
1

exp@g~T2TC!#11
, ~5!

whereTC is the middle temperature of the crossover reg
@TC;(TA1TB)/2# and g is the positive constant that con
trols the sharpness of the transition off (T) from 0 to 1 upon
cooling. The largerg is, the sharper the transition is. 1/g is a
measure of the width of the crossover region, which is ch
acterized by the temperature distance betweenTA and TB ,
namely,TA2TB .

Above TA , ta is determined by the barrier to overcom
upon the translation and rotation of a molecule; as in us
equilibrium liquids, the only constraint to the translation
and rotational motion of molecules stems from the inter
tions between molecules. AboveTA , thus,ta should obey
the Arrhenius law as

ta5t0aexpS Ea

kBTD , ~6!

wheret0a is the preexponential factor andEa is the average
activation energy of thea process. BelowTA , on the other
hand, the cooperative rearranging motion is required for b
translational and rotational motion of molecules in additi
to the breakup of bonds. Thus, the characteristic timeta
should be given by the product of the Arrhenius law and
Vogel-Fulcher-type temperature dependence. We prop
that the effective barrier dominating the structural relaxat
Eb should be given by~a! Eb5Ea aboveTA and ~b! Eb
5Ea1BT/(T2T0) below TB . We assume that the
‘‘gradual’’ transition between the above two cases can
expressed by using the smooth crossover function given
Eq. ~5!. Thus, the temperature dependence ofta should obey
the following modified Vogel-Fulcher~VF! law @35#:

ta5t0aexpS Ea

kBTDexpF B f~T!

kB~T2T0!G . ~7!

This modified VF law can naturally describe the crosso
from the Arrhenius to the Vogel-Fulcher behavior betwe
TA andTB and also the divergence ofta at T0. The fitting of
the traditional VF law to experimental data in a low
temperature range often produces an unrealistic attempt
quency t0a

21 ~see, e.g., Ref.@43#!. This problem can be
avoided by using Eq.~7!.

Here we show an example of the fitting in Fig. 1. Th
result is quite satisfactory. The Arrhenius-to-Vogel-Fulch
crossover is naturally expressed by Eq.~7!. The results for
various glass-forming liquids will be shown elsewhere.
2-4
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2. Physical factors controlling the decoupling of the two modes

Now we consider what determinesta /tslowb , which con-
trols the degree of the decoupling of the two modes be
TA . From Eqs.~1! and ~7!, we obtain the following expres
sion for ta /tslowb below TA @44#:

ta

tslowb
5

t0a

t0b
expFEa2Eb

kBT GexpF B f~T!

kB~T2T0!G . ~8!

In the case of typeA material, it is difficult to estimatet0b
andEb experimentally since the slowb mode is not decou-
pled from thea mode and thus it cannot be observed as
independent mode. Here, however, we consider the hy
thetical intrinsic slowb mode, whose temperature depe
dence is of Arrhenius type. This is the slowb mode that
should be observed if only thea mode is frozen and
switched off~fully decoupled limit!. Such a condition might
be satisfied at very low temperatures.

According to the random first-order transition scenario
glass transition@3#, the cooperative activation energyDF is
determined by the dynamic coherence lengthj via the fol-
lowing scaling relation:

DF;ej2d, ~9!

where e5(T2T0)/T0 and d is the spatial dimension. Th
scaling relation for the size of metastable islands,j
;e2m (m52/d), yields the Vogel-Fulcher-like activation
energyDF}1/(T2T0) @3#. Thus, we can map the time sca
associated with cooperativity onto the dynamic cohere
length j. The change of dynamics aroundTA can be ex-
pressed by the change in the temperature dependence oj. j
starts to increase froma (a being the size of molecule o

FIG. 1. Fitting of our modified Vogel-Fulcher law to the tem
perature dependence of the viscosity data of bis-methyl-meth
phenyl-cyclohexane~BMMPC!. Data are taken from Ref.@43#. The
solid line is the fitted theoretical curve@see Eq.~7!#. The dashed
line is the extrapolation of the high-temperature Arrhenius beha
expressed byta5t0aexp(Ea /kBT). The fitting parameters are dete
mined as follows:t0a510214.2 s, T05211 K, TC5312 K, Ea /kB

53300 K, B/kB51280 K, andg50.044. We note that the value o
t0a is comparable to that oft0b ~see Table I!. We also note that
Tg5261 K andTm5346 K for BMMPC.
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particle! below TA ~see Ref.@35# for the details!: j>a for
T.TA , while j>a@(T2T0)/(TA2T0)#22/3 @3# for T,TA .
Thus, we can conclude thatta /tslowb is controlled by the
following two factors:

Rc5j/a, ~10!

Rl5
t0a

t0b
expFEa2Eb

kBT G . ~11!

Here we note that in most casesRc is a dominant factor
determining the degree of the decoupling of individual cag
from metastable islands becauseRc diverges with approach
ing T0 . Rl can, on the other hand, be the origin of nonu
versal behavior. The increase ofj with decreasingT should
be steeper for more fragile liquids since the distance betw
the onset of cooperativityTA and the diverging temperatur
T0 , TA2T0, is smaller; in other words,TA2T0 is negatively
correlated with the fragility indexm @35,40#. Thus, Rc in-
creases more rapidly for more fragile liquids~see Fig. 2!. On
the other hand,Rl is determined by local dynamics and thu
material specific.

C. Decoupling between thea and the slowb mode

Here we consider how the two physical factors controlli
the decoupling behavior,Rc andRl , affect the appearance o
the slowb mode.

1. Roles of Rc on the decoupling behavior

First we consider the case where the degree of the de
pling is primarily controlled byRc ~see Fig. 2!. Before start-
ing discussion, we define two threshold values ofj for con-
venience:j th

2 is the threshold value ofj, above which the
slow b mode can exist but it appears as the excess wing
to its strong coupling to thea mode. j th

1 is, on the other

y-

r

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence ofRc5j/a. j starts to increase
only belowTA asj;a@(T2T0)/(TA2T0)#22/3. It increases more
rapidly belowTA upon cooling for a more fragile liquid since th
distance betweenTA and T0 is closer. The crossover temperatu
Tcross is defined as a temperature at whichj becomes larger than
j th

1 . Note thatTcross may have a distribution, reflecting the distr
bution of j ~or ta) ~see also Fig. 4!.
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hand, the threshold value ofj, above which the slowb mode
can exist as a distinct independent mode. Here it should
noted that no sharp changes would not occur at these va

~i! For the case ofj;a, there is no cooperativity and thu
there is no separation between the two modes. This resul
the absence of the slowb mode. This is the case ofT
>TA .

~ii ! Below TA but nearTA , Rc is only slightly larger than
1 ~see Fig. 2!. More precisely,j is larger thanj th

2 , but
smaller thanj th

1 . For this case, the slowb mode can exist,
but it is not decoupled from thea one because of the sma
frequency separation between them. This leads to the st
overlap of the dielectric spectra of the two modes. In t
case, molecules fully rotate after oscillating only a few
several times in the cage, which itself is dynamically fluc
ating with the rate ofa relaxation. Thus, the slowb mode,
which is strongly modulated by thea mode, should posses
the nature of thea mode. Thus,tslowb should have the tem
perature dependence of Vogel-Fulcher type, reflecting the
operative nature. It should also be sensitive to pressure
flecting the nature of thea mode.

~iii ! For the case ofRc@1 ~or, j.j th
1), the local environ-

ment of a molecule~cage! is well defined and continues t
exist for a time much longer thantslowb and thus the slowb
mode is fully decoupled from thea mode. In this case, the
temperature dependence oftslowb should be of Arrhenius
type and its pressure dependence should be weak, refle
its intrinsically local nature. For fragile liquids, this situatio
can be realized for deep supercooling. The crossover f
regime ~ii ! to ~iii ! takes place at the crossover temperat
Tcross, wherej;j th

1 ~see Fig. 2!. Note that this crossove
temperature of the slowb mode,Tcross, is different from
that of thea mode,TB . Usually,Tcross is located belowTB .
This crossover phenomenon reasonably explains the mer
behavior ofa and slowb modes observed by Go´mezet al.
@26#, Margulieset al. @28#, and Fujimaet al. @29# ~see Fig.
3!.

~iv! For rather strong liquids, the slowb mode cannot be
fully decoupled from thea one even for deep supercoolin
sincej does not increase so much~namely,j<j th

1) ~see Fig.
2!. This is simply because the singular point, the Vog
Fulcher temperatureT0, is located far belowTg for a strong
liquid @35#. The slow b mode should, thus, possess t
a-mode nature@see also case~v!#. For a very strong liquid,
however, it would not be observed as a separate mode du
the very small time separation between the two modes
should be observed as the excess wing@see Fig. 3~b!#, pro-
vided Rl;1. Finally, we note that our model naturally pr
dicts thatthe excess wing should disappear above TA, con-
sistently with the experimental result@45#.

~v! When the slowb and a modes are strongly couple
with each other as in cases~ii ! and~iv!, we expect thattslowb
is related tota : A possible relation may be@15,19#

tslowb;ta
bK . ~12!

SincebK should be equal to 1 aboveTA ~note that there is no
cooperativity aboveTA), the above relation gives us a nat
02150
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ral bifurcation of the slowb mode from thea mode atTA .
Note that this particular relation leads to the Nagle scali
which was demonstrated by Ngai@19#. However, further the-
oretical studies are necessary to elucidate the tempera
dependence oftslowb for the strongly coupled case.

In the above discussion, we neglect the effects of
broad distributions ofta and tslowb . The broadness of the
relaxation time distributions and its relation to a possib
coexistence of the excess wing and the slowb mode @17#
will be discussed in Sec. III E.

2. Roles of Rl on the decoupling behavior

Next we consider the case thatRl plays an important role
in the decoupling behavior.Rl is determined by local dynam

FIG. 3. Relation betweenta and tslowb for a fragile liquid ~a!
and a rather strong liquid~b! in the so-called Angell plot. For cas
~a!, the slowb mode is decoupled from thea mode at a tempera
tureTcross, which is not so far belowTA . For case~b!, on the other
hand, the decoupling occurs only at very low temperatures:
slow b mode modulated by thea mode, which has the Vogel
Fulcher-like temperature dependence, covers the wide temper
region betweenTA andTcross. For a very strong liquid, decoupling
would never be observed. The distance betweenTcross and TA

should increase with a decrease in the fragility~see Fig. 2!. Finally,
we stress that bothta andtslowb have wide distributions, although
they are represented by thin lines.
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TABLE I. Relation between the fragility and the slowb characteristics. All the data are taken from Re
@1#. Here we list only low molecular-weight molecular liquids. BMMPC: bis-methyl-methoxy-phe
cyclohexane; BMPC: bis-methoxy-phenyl-cyclohexane; ODE: 4,4-~octahydro-4,7-metano-5H-indene-5
ylidene!-bisphenol-dimethylether (C24H28O2); CDE: cresol-phthalate-dimethylether; PDE: phenyl-phthala
dimethylether; FDE: flourene-9,9-bisphenol-dimethylether.

Name of glass former m log10 @(2p/t0b)/(rad/s)# Eb ~kJ/mol! type

1-butyl bromide 44 A
Propylene glycol 48 A
Glycerol 49 A
Isobutyl bromide 49 A
2-butyl bromide 52 A
3-bromopentane 56 14.8 23.1 B
BMMPC 59 A
BMPCa 63 14.0 50.1 B
m-tricrestyl phosphate 63 A
Propyl benzene 70 A
ODE 71 A
Ortho-terphenyl 74 16.0 48.9 B
CDE 75 A
PDE 78 13.2 17.4 B
FDE 84 10.4 4.7 B
Salol 89 A
Propylene carbonate 91 A
Methyltetrahydrofurane 93 A
Benzoin isobutylether 94 16.3 55 B
Triphenyl phosphite 97 A
Toluene 98 16.1 25.3 B
Cresyl glycidyl ether 135 13.2 18.4 B
Butyl benzene 172 A
Isopropyl benzene 189 15.0 25.9 B

aThe secondary mode listed in this table may not be the slowb mode, but the rotational mode of th
methoxyphenol moiety@G. Meier, B. Gerhartz, D. Boese, and E. W. Fischer, J. Chem. Phys.94, 3050
~1991!#.
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ics and can thus be material specific. For example, spe
interactions may affect significantly the activation energyEb
and thustslowb . The molecular size may also affect th
value of t0b @23#. If Rl is small due to these reasons, it
possible that even for fragile liquidstslowb is too slow to be
decoupled from thea mode and thus strongly modulated b
it. Thus, the situation similar to the above case~iv! can be
realized for liquids ofRl!1, irrespective of the fragility.
Thus, even fragile liquids may belong to type A. In this ca
the slowb mode is hidden by thea one. For example, this
may be the case of polypropylene carbonate in Table I. S
larly, if Rl@1, even a strong liquid can have a distinct slo
b mode. We note that studies on a more microscopic le
are necessary for revealing what physical factors determ
Rl .

Here we mention fact~3! in the Introduction in relation to
the roles ofRl . Mattssonet al. @23# demonstrated that th
difference in typeA andB stems from the difference inta at
the merging temperature, from their systematic experime
study of oligomers with different lengths. The larger molec
lar size leads to the longert0b . Their result indicates tha
with the decrease inRl the system changes from typeB to
02150
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type A. Thus, this can be regarded as an example of
above-described effects ofRl on the decoupling behavior.

We also note that a similar behavior was observed i
series of neat polyalcohols@20#. For these polyalcohols, i
was revealed that the less fragile liquid has the sma
t0a /t0b ~or smallerRl) and the smallerdV. It may be worth
studying the microscopic origins of this correlation amo
the fragility Rl anddV for these materials.

D. Correlation between the fragility
and the decoupling behavior

When the degree of the decoupling is primarily controll
by Rc , there should be a simple correlation between
fragility and the decoupling behavior. If we neglect the e
fects of Rl , our model suggests that strong liquids shou
belong to typeA, while fragile ones to typeB @36#. This is
consistent with the known difference in the fragility betwe
typeA andB materials@46#. For example, Ngai reported tha
there is no slowb mode for rather strong glass former
whosebK at Tg is greater than 0.7. As can be seen in Ta
I, there is indeed a clear tendency that typeA materials are
2-7
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less fragile than typeB ones: Stronger liquids whose fragilit
index m is smaller than 70–80 belong to typeA materials.
Here it should be noted that this threshold value ofm may
not have a significant meaning since the estimation om
usually contains a large error and there are exceptions
this correlation~see below!.

We note that the effects ofRl may explain why there are
many exceptions for the above correlation~see Table I!. A
system with smallRl may belong to typeA ~fragile typeA
material! even though its fragility is high. The opposite ca
~strong typeB material! may also be possible for largeRl ,
namely, ifEb is considerably lower thanEa . It is also pos-
sible in principle ift0b is shorter thant0a , but this would be
unlikely. In usual cases whereEb;Ea , strong liquids should
belong to typeA. Our picture tells us that for smallRc
~namely, forj,j th

1) the slowb mode is modulated by thea
mode due to their strong coupling. These considerations
us to a conclusion that there should not exist strong typB
materials. Thus, we speculate that the secondary proces
served in strong typeB materials is not the slowb mode in
the strict sense but another local mode, as in the cas
BMPC @30# ~see the caption of Table I!. This point should be
checked carefully in the future.

Finally, we note that smalldV can also be the origin o
fragile type A material, as pointed out in Sec. II B 1.

E. Possible coexistence of the excess wing and the slowb mode

Next we briefly consider the problem of the coexisten
of the excess wing and the slowb peak, which is observed
for a few glass-forming liquids. This is sometimes regard
as the evidence supporting that the excess wing is inde
dent of the slowb mode@17#. The most natural explanatio
can be given by assuming the existence of two local mod
For example, one of them is the slowb mode, while the
other may be the intramolecular local mode such as me
rotation. Although we believe that this simple explanati
may account for most cases, we note that in our scenario
coexistence is possible for a certain situation@see Fig. 4~c!#
even for the case that there exists only a single slowb pro-
cess. The wide distribution ofj can lead to the situation tha
the slowb mode in smaller metastable islands with shor
ta is strongly coupled with thea mode, while that in larger
ones is decoupled from it. According to the definitions
j th

6 , we can draw the following picture. Molecules belongi
to metastable islands, whose characteristic sizej satisfies the
condition j th

2,j,j th
1 , contribute to the excess wing tha

possesses thea-mode-like character, while those belongin
to metastable islands, whose characteristic sizej satisfies the
condition j.j th

1 , contribute to the slowb peak. We note
that the character should changecontinuouslyfrom excess-
wing-like to slow-b-peak-like with an increase in the degre
of the decoupling. Figure 4 schematically shows how
distribution ofj changes with temperature. This coexisten
of the excess wing and the slowb mode, which is possible
for Fig. 4~c!, is schematically shown in Fig. 5.

F. Effects of aging on the slowb mode

It was shown by Schneideret al. @18# that aging belowTg
makes the slowb peak more distinct. During the aging, it
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expected that characteristic size of metastable islandsj in-
creases with the waiting timetw , which leads to the increas
in ta ~or j) with tw . According to our model~see Fig. 4!,
this means that the slowb mode becomes more decouple
from thea mode withtw , which should lead to~a! the trans-
formation of the slowb mode from excess-wing-like to
peaklike and~b! the larger frequency separation between
two modes. This is consistent with what was observed
perimentally@18#.

G. Comparison of our model with experimental facts

Here we stress that our model can explain all the exp
mental facts~1!–~5! reviewed in the introduction, some o
which apparently look contradictory with each other, in
coherent manner. In our picture the excess wing and the s
b mode share the common microscopic origin and the

FIG. 4. Schematic figures showing how the distribution of t
characteristic size of metastable islandsj changes with temperatur
T. ~a! AboveTA , ~b! just belowTA , ~c! in the merging region, and
~d! below Tcross. For case~c!, the excess wing and the slowb
mode can coexist~see Fig. 5!.

FIG. 5. A simple explanation for the coexistence of the exc
wing and the slowb peak. There may exist a considerable fr
quency region where these two modes are strongly coupled and
slow b mode possesses the character ofa mode. Note that for
larger ~more dense! metastable islands of the longer lifetime th
slow b mode can be decoupled from thea mode, while for smaller
~less dense! ones of the shorter lifetime it is strongly modulated b
or coupled with thea mode. The former appears as the slowb
peak, while the latter appears as the excess wing.
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ference between them arises from the degree of the coup
between thea and the slowb mode. Thus, our model is
consistent with facts~1! @18,19# and ~2! @20# ~see also the
above discussion about the aging effects!. Our model is also
consistent with fact~3! @23#, as explained in Sec. III C 2. In
our picture, these two modes are essentially distinct from
a mode: Both modes primarily stem from the slowb mode,
although the excess wing possesses some character ofa
mode, reflecting the coupling of the slowb mode to thea
one. Thus, our model is also consistent with fact~4! @24#.
The difference in the pressure dependence between the
cess wing and the slowb mode@fact ~5!# @25# can also be
naturally explained by our model~see Sec. III C 1!. Note that
in our model the excess wing possesses the character o
a mode due to the strong coupling~or mixing! between the
a and the slowb modes, while the slowb mode decoupled
from thea mode is of intrinsically local nature and its pre
sure dependence should be weak. The fact that the slob
mode in typeB material is insensitive to pressure@25# seems
to be more consistent with our model rather than the mod
based on the idea of islands of mobility. Finally, we point o
that our model can naturally explain the merging~or bifur-
cation! behavior of thea and the slowb mode @26,28,29#
@see also Fig. 3~a!#, as discussed in Sec. III C 1.

H. Relation to Ngai’s coupling model

Finally it may be worth comparing the present model w
Ngai’s model@19# since both are based on a picture of co
pling between modes. Ngaiet al. @19# ascribed the slowb
mode to a primitive ~unconstrained! relaxation process
which is devoid of intermolecular coupling, and thus to t
motion of molecules in the boundary regions between co
erative rearranging regions, following the Johari’s idea
islands of mobility@10,31#. On the other hand, we ascribe
to the constrained rotational jump motion inside a cage i
metastable island. Thus, it exists only belowTA in our
model, differently from the Ngai’s model, in which th
primitive mode continues to exist far aboveTA . Our model
suggests that a majority of molecules take part in the slowb
process, which looks consistent with the recent experime
finding @33,37#. In our model, the slowb mode can be a
local mode independent of thea mode in the fully decoupled
regime. This results in the existence ofTcross @see Fig. 3~a!#,
which separates the coupled and decoupled regimes. S
crossover behavior atTcross @26,28,29# and the complete de
coupling of the slowb mode from thea one, which results
in the Arrhenius temperature dependence of the slowb
mode, seem to be difficult to be explained by Ngai’s mod
which predictstslowb}ta

bK . At the same time, however, w
speculate that this relation derived by Ngai, which natura
explains the Nagel scaling, might even hold in our case,
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only when the two modes are strongly coupled. We also n
that our model seems to be more consistent with the fact
Eb is often different fromEa . Since our model is qualitative
and experimental data that can be used to check the val
of the models are rather limited, however, further care
studies are necessary to clarify what is the physical mec
nism governing the behavior of the slowb mode.

IV. SUMMARY

In this paper, we discuss the origin of the excess wing a
the slowb relaxation of glass formers and the relation b
tween them, which have been a matter of active debate.
propose a simple physical scenario that can at least qua
tively account for the recent experimental findings, whi
apparently look contradictory with each other, in a coher
manner. We argue that whether liquid has the excess win
the slowb mode is primarily determined by the degree of t
coupling between the cooperative translational and rotatio
motion associated with creation and annihilation of me
stable islands (a mode! and the local rotational jump motion
in a cage~slow b mode!. Furthermore, we propose that th
relation between the characteristic size of metastable isla
and the cage size is one of the major factors controlling
degree of the coupling between the two modes. For exam
this naturally explains why the slowb mode is usually ob-
served only for rather fragile liquids. We also discuss t
physical origin that leads to the violation of this correlatio
between the fragility and the degree of the decoupling.
nally, our model suggests that the slowb mode, which is
constrained rotational jump motion in a cage, is a gene
and intrinsic feature@10# of supercooled liquid~below Tm)
and glassy~belowTg) states of molecules~or particles! with
anisotropy.

We hope that our simple model would contribute to o
understanding of the nature of the excess wing and the s
b mode, which has been discussed over many years. S
our discussion is qualitative and speculative in nature, ho
ever, further quantitative studies are highly desirable.

Note added in proof.Very recently, Minogruchiet al. @47#
reported the detailed study on dielectric relaxation of poly
~sorbitol and xylitol and their mixtures! and concluded tha
the origin of the slowb process is essentially the sam
among the polyols. This is consistant with our proposal.
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